
Gynaecology column examination table

Accessory

Item

Gynaecology column chair
electric with integral leg holders

Battery backup
Examination luminaire Halux LED
Attachment for Halux on gyn chair

Art no

016-5000

010-5000-70
15 473 000
090-5004

Gynstol med standardbenstöd, benplatta, sidostöd och patienthandtag

The luminaire that we sell may be
mounted onto the chair.

Dimensions
Length: 134 cm
Length including pull-out leg setion: 174 cm
Width: 55 cm
Seat height: 55-95 cm
Max height at highest point when the leg section is
pulled-out and the chair angle is at max: 115 cm
Backrest length: 92 cm
Backrest angle: 10-60°
Seat pad length: 39 cm
Pull-out leg section LxW: 31x44 cm
Trendelenburg angle: -22°
Weight: 97 kg
Lifting capacity: 165 kg
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The last couple of years we have launched a number
of new products built around a stylish and strong
column motor from Linak, such as Podiatry and
bloodsample chairs. The customer feedback has been 
very positive. Now we launch our new gynaecology
examination table.

With its modern design and robust conctruction, the
new table from Tarsus have all the qualities required
by the medical sector of today. The ergonomic design
makes it very user-friendly.

A low minimum and high maximum height help users
to achieve a correct work posture and patients to get
on and off the chair easlily.

What is included?
Legrests, pull-out leg section, patient handles, electric
height/Trendelenburg/backrest adjustment, neck cushion,
central locking castors, SS bowl and paper-roll holder are
all included, as well as both hand and foot controls.

Adjustments
The new gyn table has three motors, adjusting height,
seat angle and backrest electrically.

Legrests
The legrests have a ball-and-socket joint and are
therefore very easily adjusted to desired position.
They are also fully adjustable in height and 
forward/backward along the rails. The black
part for resting ones legs are made of integral
foam, easily washable. 

Patient handles
The chromium-plated patient handles work very good
as support when getting on and off the chair. They
may be adjuste along the rails and may - as the legrests
- be removed fully from the chair to help when a
patient is getting on or off the chair from a bed or
wheel chair.

Chassis and castors
The all-welded steel chassis has a grey powder-
coating. The sturdy 100 mm central locking castors
are strong enough to move the chair while having
a patient on.

The SS bowl
The stainless steel bowl is included. Outer size
34x21 cm, inner size ca 30x20 cm.

Pads
Comfortable, foam-plastic-filled covered in artificial
leather. A wide variety of colours available to match
the room decor. The backrest frame protects the
pad from bumps.

Motors
220-240 V / 24 V. Hand and foot controls
included. Available with battery backup
(optional).

Subject to change without notice


